Batten down easier than ever before!

NEW
Improved design

2530 Battenholders
Clipsal’s range of battenholders is already light years ahead of the competition in every way. But that doesn’t stop us from trying to improve them. Through feedback from our loyal customer base, we’ve identified areas for improvement and developed heaps of new features to make your life easier.

Front access to terminals allows easier termination and the bigger cable capacity gives you plenty of room to move. Terminals are accessible, even after installation, allowing you to easily diagnose problems. Finger guards protect both the contractor and the homeowner from accidental contact after installation. Finally, to ensure a clean appearance, there are no unsightly screwheads.

Fit-off especially has never been easier. By simply rotating the cover 120° for easy removal, the terminals can be accessed. After installation a new built-in safety feature prevents the cover from accidentally falling onto a hot globe.

Available in three different models (see below), there’s a model to suit every application.

Rating 3A, 250V.

**Fitting Options**

- **2530**
  - Universal – fits to any surface with fasteners of your choice.
- **2530LT**
  - Loose fixing plugs that grip and expand on mounting surface (e.g. Gyprock) when tightened.
- **2530T**
  - Brand New! – Comes with pre-positioned screw/nail and tapered fixing plug. This plug and screw can be removed to provide a universal fastening option if required.
Check out these great features

- Front access to terminals allowing easy adjustment of terminals, even after installation
- Large combo head screws can accept flat or Phillips-head screwdrivers, including power bits
- Easy cable viewing access allows diagnosis of problems without having to remove product from ceiling (great for fault finding)
- Secondary fixing position for extra stability on unstable surfaces
- Finger guards protect against accidental contact to terminals
- Cover can be completely removed after aligning the indicators and rotating 120°
- Built-in recess also allows cover to be easily levered off with a screwdriver
- Built-in safety feature to ensure removable cover does not fall onto globe
- No exposed, unsightly screwheads
2530T Additional Features

Fast fixing sequence

To alter 2530T into a universal battenholder (or to remove screw nails and plugs), the following procedure should be followed: